Safety instructions and conditions for bicycle RENTAL
HOTEL REAKTIV
TERMS FOR RENTING BICYCLES, CYCLING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
1. Cycling on bike paths, trails outside regulated environment and in the wild/nature, is at
your own risk.
2. Hotel ReAktiv is not responsible for personal injury, damage to bicycles and/ or cycling
equipment, theft of a bicycle and/or cycling equipment that occurred during the rental
period.
3. In the event that the user is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, the use of the bicycle
is PROHIBITED.
4. In the event of damage to the borrowed bicycle due to negligent use, the borrower will
be held responsible for all repair costs and he or she will have to settle the bill.
5. In the event of damage to the rented bicycle because of unfortunate coincidences (fall,
car accident, etc.) the borrower and the lender (Hotel ReAktiv) will reach an agreement that
will benefit both. But only in the case that the borrower didn't made an agreement with the
person responsible for the accident (example: driver of a car, motorbike etc.) to cover the
cost of repair. In that case, the borrower will not have to pay anything, assuming that the
repair cost will be covered by the responsible person for the accident.
AGE LIMIT FOR BICYCLES RENT
6. Children aged 5-16 years must be accompanied by a parent /legal guardian (18 years or
older). The parent or guardian of the child must sign a declaration to rent bikes.
NOTICE AND ADVICES FOR CYCLISTS, PARENTS AND LEGAL GUARDIAN
7. Injuries sometimes, unfortunately, occur. Lumanaj d.o.o. strongly recommends the use of
helmets
8. The rider should not try to ride difficult terrain without proper knowledge, experience and
equipment to effectively overcome such terrain. We recommend cyclists to carry with them a
mobile phone with a stored number of local emergency services Local emergency services
number: 112. Hotel Reaktiv number (bicycles renting point): +386(70) 66 66 11
1. In the event of damage to the equipment, the person who borrowed the equipment shall
be liable to pay the damage incurred in the amount of 60% of the price of the new
equipment.
2. The person who rents the equipment assumes full responsibility for the equipment.
3. Rental equipment is not secured. Any damage to the equipment is covered by the person
who rented the equipment. The eventual theft of the equipment is the responsibility of the
person who rented the equipment, and that person is aware at the time of the lease that in
this case he will pay 100% of the value of the equipment.

4. In case of theft, the person who rented the equipment is obliged to report the theft to the
local police station.
5. Lease of equipment must be paid in advance unless otherwise agreed in writing with the
management of the company.
6. In case of delayed return of equipment, an additional rental day will be charged
according to the current price list.
7. If the equipment is not returned within 7 days after the end of the rental period, the
equipment will be reported to the Police as stolen.
8. The equipment may be returned before the end of the rental period. No refund is
possible. Refunds are only possible in the case of injuries, illness, and on presentation of a
medical certificate.
9. Upon receipt of the borrowed equipment, it is necessary to sign a statement on
equipment rental. By signing the statement, the lessee accepts the general terms and
conditions of the equipment rental.
10. The lease statement is valid only if the payment for the entire lease period has been
made in full and the tenant has provided a valid identity document and a EUR 20 deposit.
The lessee permits the storage of personal data by the borrower of the equipment and the
use of such information for statistical purposes. The Borrower undertakes to store and use
the received data in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act (GDPR)
By signing I certify that I have read in detail terms and conditions, and I am familiar with the
rights and obligations of users. I agree that I'm cycling at mine own risk and that in the event
of an injury I will not transfer liability to the lender of the bicycle (Hotel ReAktiv).
Name and surname:________________________________________________________________
Date:_____________________________________________________________________________
Address/acommodation:____________________________________________________________
Postal cose&city:__________________________________________________________________
State:____________________________________________________________________________
Bicycle number:___________________________________________________________________
User/borrower Signature:

Receptionist Signature:

